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QUESTION 1

A company has numerous LPARs hosting database servers, and three versions of the DBMS deployed in the
environment. A critical APAR fixes data corruption for one version of the database, but it requires a server reboot. The
only inventory information available is a spreadsheet with every LPAR\\'s hostname and root password. 

Which sequence of tasks will determine which servers are missing the critical APAR, and only apply it to the servers
running the affected level of the database? 

A. Use the spreadsheet to populate the /etc/hosts file on the management node. Configure a NIM server that has the
APAR in an lpp_source. Force-register all of the LPARs with the NIM server. Use NIM group operations to install the
APAR and boot at a scheduled time. 

B. Use the spreadsheet to create a dsh node list. Use dsh with Islpp to create a node list for LPARs needing the APAR.
Use dcp and dsh to install the APAR and reboot. 

C. Configure a Systems Director server using the spreadsheet import function. Use the inventory function to discover
the database level and APAR status. Use the Update Manager to apply the APAR to the affected LPARs and reboot. 

D. Use the spreadsheet to create a dsh node list. Use dcp and dsh to install the APAR. Use dsh to reboot the systems. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command should be run in a WPAR, prior to migration, to ensure fileset consistency with the AIX Global
Environment? 

A. syncroot 

B. syncwpar 

C. Ippchk-v 

D. Islpp-c 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator plans to migrate an LPAR from one host to another using a mksysb restore. The source system has a
mirrored rootvg on two 72GB disks. The destination system has one 72GB disk. 

Which of the following would allow the mksysb to be restored successfully on the destination system? 

A. Update the bosinst.data file for the mksysb target_disk_data value for the volume group. 

B. Ensure the option \\'Shrink Filesystems\\' and \\'Use Maps\\' are set to no when restoring the mksysb. 

C. Update the image.data file for the mksysb lv_source_disk_list, copies and PP values for each LV. 
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D. Update the image.data file for the mksysb and add the attribute mirror=false under logical_volume_policy stanza. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the following information, why is an error returned when trying to unmount the fitesystem /var/logs/ tsm? 

A. The child filesystem /var/logs/tsm/livelog is still mounted. 

B. The hd8 is still tied to the filesystem. 

C. The filesystem is of type mount=true so cannot be unmounted while the system is running 

D. The umount command is being run while inside the filesystem. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

After successfully mirroring rootvg using the mirrorvg command, why must the bosboot command be run against the
introduced disk? 

A. To update the boot list held in NVRAM 

B. To record from which disk the system will boot 
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C. To customize the bootrec of the newly mirrored drive 

D. To synchronize the boot record between the mirrored drives 

Correct Answer: C 
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